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a General Introduction

Recently in Hungary, a number of excellent products have been marketed with the aim of
helping those suffering from cancer and even for cancer prevention. Unfortunately, however,
it has recently become obvious that this commendable effort with some positive partial
results have not changed the fact that Hungary is amongst the first in the world with the
highest cancer and cancer mortality rate. Scientific analysis of some artificial vitamin,
minerals, and trace element supplements also found that in women, they do not decrease the likelihood of
tumor formation at all. In fact, they may even facilitate tumor formation in those with an increased risk
of cancer (i.e. heavy smokers) and may worsen the disease in those already ill. Therefore, there is an urgent
need for standardized and identified active ingredients of natural origin which have been proven to be effective
and without side effects, helping to prevent the formation of the disease and overcoming developed tumors by
supporting traditional therapies.
Certain natural substances of plant or fungal origin, such as special and unique polysaccharides, have already
been authorized as anti-tumor medication in some countries such a Japan. The Japanese way of thinking
may be associated with the very low proportion of fatalities due to cancer. The special effect of polysaccharides
lies within the fact that amongst their other benefits, they are capable of cutting off blood supply to tumor cells
and activating the tumor killing function of the NKs and macrophages; they also improve insulin sensitivity and
reduce insulin levels, thereby helping patients recover. The Phellinus linteus extract, as one of the most
efficient polysaccharides, is able to trigger the self-healing mechanism in even those with advanced tumor
diseases, causing a great stir amongst those researching cancer.
Only a few are aware that Hungary is one of the centers of anti-cancer polysaccharide research through
Professor Joseph Fachet, who had a close and personal friendship and professional cooperation with the
legendary Japanese Chihara professor, who was amongst the first to conduct scientific research with the
valuable anti-cancer polysaccharides. We have built on his findings also in developing our products,
which to increase effectiveness, contain the new type of active agents belonging to the polysaccharide
family.
These products have been developed through the use of all relevant scientific literature, along with our own
observations and the invaluable experiences of Professor Fachet.
Thanks to a special extraction procedure, the active ingredients within the products are high and
standardized. This process guarantees that the useful components of the ingredients remains within the
powder as highly concentrated as possible. The concentration and cleanliness of the polysaccharides, next
to the presence of other active ingredients, may be decisive in achieving positive results which may only
be guaranteed through the highest quality products developed through a special extraction process.

